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GUÍA DOCENTE
01. Name of the Subject:

Latin Middle Age and European Literature
02. Subject Type
Optional

03. Number of ECTS
credits
6

04. Language(s) of
instrution
Castellano/ Euskera/ Inglés

05. Training Objectives:
From the common source of the Medieval Latin Literature, this course offers a wide
panoramic approach to the Medieval European Latin Literature. By the survey of the
most significant periods and the most prolific genres, they will be examined the birth
and the posterior development of the national literatures together with the study of the
the presence of the main literary genres in the most characteristic Medieval Latin works.
As a complement of the panoramic approach, they also will be read non-Latin works in
order to understand the Literary History of the period.
06. Capabilities:
Capabilities of the module (M24 module: European Literature and Culture):
CM01: Ability to situate historically and in the context of European Culture the different
manifestations of the national literatures.
CM02: To relate the literary specific knowledge with other artistic and humanistic areas.
CM04: To read compressively, to explain orally, to discuss, to evaluate critically, and to
argue brief and well-structured speeches on issues related to the topics of literature,
culture, and European philosophy.
CM05: To develop his/her own project from academic and professional diversity, gender
equality and multiculturalism.
Capabilities of the Grade (Philology Studies):
G002: To use orally and in writing complementary language(s) and to learn about their
cultural context.
G004: To know and to interpret the culture and literature, their historical evolution and
the methodological and theoretical currents of literary criticism.
G006: Ability to search, to make critical assessment and to manage PHILOLOGICAL
information (bibliographies, databases and other sources) through traditional means and
those of the NICT.
G007: To communicate the acquired knowledge and to apply them to teh teaching of
linguistic, literary and cultural knowledge.
G008: To relate specific Philological knowledge with other areas and disciplines.
Basic MECD capabilities:
MEC1: Students have to have demonstrated knowledge and understanding in an area of
studies, that departing from the basis of the general secondary education, is often found
at a level that, while supported in advanced textbooks, also includes some aspects that
involve knowledge from the forefront of the field of study.
MEC2: The students have to know how to apply their knowledge to their work or
vocation in a professional manner and to have the skills which are often to be
demonstrated through the preparation and defense of arguments and the resolution of
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problems within their area of study.
MEC3: The students have to have the capacity to collect and interpret relevant data
(normally within their area of study) to make judgments which include a reflection on
relevant social, scientific or ethical topics.
MEC4: Students will be able to convey information, ideas, problems and solutions to
both specialist and non-specialist audiences.
MEC5: The students have to develope the neccesary skills to undertake the subsequent
with a high degree of autonomy.
07. Contents:
1. Introduction: The literary life of the Middle Ages. The main characteristics of the
Medieval Latin Literature. Birth and development of the national literatures.
2. Epic and Romance. The Medieval Epic and the Chivalric Romance. The main themes
and the different kinds of epic poetry.
3. Poetry. Lyric poetry: Latin and Vernacular. Other poetic genres.
4. Drama. Liturgic Drama and the development of the theater in vernacular. The sources
of the Humanistic Comedy and its impact on other literatures.
5. Short stories. Didactic narrative. Further developments, both in Latin and vernacular.
6. From the Middle Ages to Humanism. The rediscovery of the ancient genres.
08. Teaching Modalities:
Modality
Classroom Hours
Lectures
Classroom practices
Total

40
20
60

Personal
Research
60
30
90

Total
100
50
150

09. Activities of teaching and learning:
- Explanation and reasoning of the theoretical contents of the programme.
- Reading comprehension and comparative analysis of Medieval Latin texts and of some
from the Vernacular Literatures which illustrate such contents.
- Discussion and interrogation in order to stimulate reflection on the value of the
Medieval Latin Literature and its reception in the Vernacular Literatures.
- Individual reading of representative works of the Medieval Latin Literature and
representative Vernacular works of the period.
- Preparation of a brief guided essay and its oral presentation in the classroom with the
support of audiovisual media
10. Evaluation Process by competencies and criteria:

Nº of
competencies
CM01, CM02,
CM04, CM05,
G002, G004,
G006, G007,
G008, MEC1,
MEC2, MEC3,

Assigments

Methods fo
assessment

Final written
exam

Level of understanding
and depth in the
critical analysis of
texts. Stylistic
correction, reasoning

% of the
final mark
50%
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MEC4
CM01, CM02,
CM04, G004,
G008, MEC2,
MEC3

Paper

CM04, G008,
MEC2, MEC3

Oral
presentation

CM04, G008

Attitudes and
values

and knowledge.
Depth in the
commentary, personal
contribution, stylistic
correction, reasoning
and knowledge
Fluency, speech
construction,
distribution of time,
appropriate use of
electronic resources
Participation in the
classroom, motivation,
fulfillment of tasks

11. Mandatory Materials:
- A Selection of Medieval Latin and Vernacular
the semester).
- Information deposited in EGela.
- Theoretical presentations in classroom.

20%

20%

10%

works (to be specified at the beginning of

12. Bibliografía:
12.1. Bibliografía básica:
12.2. Bibliografía de profundización:
12.3. Revista
12.4. Páginas web:

The students unable to attend class regularly, in addition to justify it
properly, have to get in contact with the teachers at the beginning of the course or when this
situation occurs
13. Observaciones:

